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ISULA DI SUSPIRIU

The island of sighs

A theater by Orlov
(texte in public domain)

1 A folia

Madness,  leaves,  the  wind,  what  floats,  what  glides,  what  flies.  The  sea
breeze brings back the coastline's pestilence. The wind drives you mad, because it
buzzes in your ears in the mountains. It carries the voices and songs of the dead.
The air is sick in coastal swamps. The breath of air of the valleys where men and
beasts sigh. Rain hitting on the shutters. On the last chestnut tree, called Mal
Cunciliu,  death  notices  grow,  those  the wind pushes  up to  the villages.  Woe
betide who reads them, because they must kill the one whose name is written or
die themselves. Death notices fly: your name is on them.

The old lady told me. “There was a man, a famous hunter from Aulène.
Once, he received a folia di Mauru, a Mauru leave. It told him he was going to
die.  So rather than accepting,  he killed all  his  relatives and the people  from
neighboring villages with his rifle. When he was finished, he went on a hunt and
killed a boar. But the one Mauru notified, this one must die. So the hunter from
Aulène hurt his foot on the boar's tusks. He couldn't get any help because they
were all dead. So he died of rot. In his turn. The one Mauru notifies, this one
dies.”

2 Vendetta

Vengeance, memory, oblivion. You avenge yourself,  you're mad at others,
you kill others, everyone has forgotten why. Bodies bleed when the murderer
shows up at the funeral. In the scrublands, they hide and wait for the one from
whom they want revenge. The one who insults attracts vengeance, the one who
tolerates the insult attracts scorn. You get killed during hunts, during weddings,
you get killed without knowing why. Everyone is an avenger or a victim.

They told me once. “One night, I woke up and my wife was dead. She had
been stabbed. I had the knife in my hand. Blood. I immediately knew it was me.
I don't know why, I loved her. But the blade, it knows. Men forget, but iron has a
long memory. I buried her like it is done, and now I went up to the monastery to
pray for her.”
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3 Macchia

Mare. The oriental coastline, carved by the sea's withdrawal, has become
again what it was in the Middle Ages. A large foul and swampy cesspit, a nest for
malaria. The wind of the past carries over to the inland a poisoned air, charged
with the pollution accumulated at the bottom of the Tyrants Sea.

Rocca. Farmhouses on top of ridges overlook marines where people only
go in the winter. They avoid the putrid heat of summer and walk up through the
scrublands in the Alta Rocca.

Macchia. The scrublands are everywhere, they cover the whole island, up
to the mountain levels. As far as the eye can see, mutated shrubs, arbutus, thistles
and brambles. Narrow and curved pathways, devouring anyone who uses them,
or carrying them to wonderful places. Votive rocks have a human shape. Tombs,
inscriptions IFF, FLNC, PPE which are attributed magical powers. It's the land
of shepherds, these psychopomps living near beasts and the dead. The trees, cork
oaks, chestnut and pine trees are the lords of the scrublands. On their trunks,
sometimes,  a grimacing face.  Drought.  Everything is yellowed, stunted. Floor
covered with a rug of dry leaves; underneath, poisonous and mutant insects are
swarming. Fires, sometimes, swidden, mad blazes.

One evening, during the vigil. “Before, we burned the scrublands to get pigs
there. But the scrublands always came back. And what they take, they never give
back. With the pigs, they made boars, goats, black mouflon, and with Christ
they made U Mauru.”
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4 Mal’ cunciliu

Hold. Bleeding stones. They take the shape of men carrying blades to kill in
the back those not turning to the right direction. The people of Malefazio mate
with fishes in their cursed city. The Gio of Fortiveghju only marry each other to
avoid catching  malaria.  The fig  tree  is  a  vampire  tree.  With its  balls-shaped
fruits,  it  steals  the semen of  the one who falls  asleep under its  shadow.  The
chestnut tree wears a face distorted by pain. Mazzeri gorged with egregore stroll
the scrublands under the shape of animals to get to the sabbath and cast the evil
eye  to those tracking them.  Black widows,  the  stragga,  are  Mauru's  contract
killers  and steal  the souls  of the living. The dead, spirits,  shadows haunt the
scrublands and wander near villages. They wait for the living and take them.
People protect themselves with magic words only transmitted on the evening of
August 15, the night of the stars, celebrated throughout all of Corsica.

A lot of people tell the story of Ghjuvani Paulu of Lumeto, the mule-driver.
They  all  say  “So  the  mule-driver,  he  was  coming  down  from Lumeto  after
spending five summer months working with the herds. In his bag, he had a lot of
white  besons.  So  he  meets  an  old  lady  begging  and  who  says  to  him  'Oh
Ghjuvani Paulu of Lumeto, you have a lot of goods, give me some'. But the mule-
driver is greedy. He refuses and says to her 'Oh the old one, if I give you some, it
will be a little, it won't help you, so I won't give you'. But the old lady she's a
stragga,  she's  only  got  one  eye,  she  gives  him  her  eye  which  follows  him
everywhere. Ghjuvani, everywhere he goes, the eye follows. And so the whole
world becomes bitter. Mules don't want him anymore. They get away, they kick.
No one hires him. Ghjuvani becomes a hatter but people are born without heads.
He wants to work in a field, but nothing grows, because the one who is cursed,
no man, no beast, no plant wants to help him. So he becomes a salt-picker, but
the marsh drowns him, kills him. And so, since then, he's dead.”
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5 Mauru

The Moor is death. Who He is, nobody Knows. He's the Stranger. Christ.
The pirate from the East. The-One-Who-Whispers-in-the-Scrublands. Frequenza
Maura, his voice, makes itself heard, it calls those who are going to die. Mauru
haunts the scrublands and the mountains. He roams by the villages. He's thirsty
for blood and woe betide the one who doesn't let him drink. He's  imbuscadu,
ambushed. Fear of Mauru has been anchored in men for a long time. The whole
universe fears Mauru. He's represented as a black man, blind, with a blindfold
over his eyes, because his eyes are black holes. His face or his signs are carried
around  the  neck  to  be  protected  from him,  but  nothing  shields  from Him.
Crucified in chapels where candles burn, you kneel and pray him. But no word,
no request, even the most beautiful, touches him.

When I lost my wife, the elders told me: “Don't cry for her. Go to her tomb
and tell  her  a  oghje a te,  a  dumanu a me: today it's  you, tomorrow it's  me.
Otherwise she'll be jealous because those who Mauru takes, he doesn't explain
them  anything.  So  the  dead  don't  know  anything.  They  wander  in  the
scrublands, but one day, they come back. Leave water in a glass and olive bread
in a plate because the one you lost doesn't know she's dead and she'll come back.
So if she doesn't find something to feed herself, it's your soul she will eat.”

6 U Populu

The People. The feudality of large domains in the plains. The land of lords,
of villages, of houses scattered around the burg. The land of towns and chestnut
trees. Those in towns keep their secrets, in fear of Mauru and the forces of the
scrublands. Fortified cities, lofty on their spurs. Men of the cities don't work, for
reasons of honor, and raid the slaves of the hinterland. Those in hamlets and
sheepfolds eat olive flour and a black cheese where worms swarm. Cities, towns,
hamlets, all wall up because all are enemies. These people are fierce and forgetful
of  the world,  they don't  trust  strangers,  neighbors,  those not from the Clan.
Hamlets  scattered in the scrublands  where those who flee  end up.  People  of
arms, people of war, people of sack, people of string.

Shepherds,  sorcerers,  mule-drivers.  Bandits  of  honor,  rebels.  Widows  in
black, old bearded men. Monks, land of the dead and the living. Transhumance:
entire cities go up to summer pastures with beasts. Salt-pickers wearing hazmat
suits in putrid salt marshes. The haughty Gio living in their farmhouses in town,
surrounded by  men in  arms  from their  clans.  Blacksmiths,  artisans,  a  rustic
world hiding away in caseddu without windows.
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A man told me: “There was this Gio. He ruled over the whole South. He
was a cruel man. He was called Orsu, the Bear. He coveted the women of village
men and slept with them on the nights they got married. So, they trapped him.
They gave him a horse with such a bad temper but such a good look that the Gio
couldn't stop himself from trying it. And so he tries the horse like he tries a
woman. You see? He goes up on the horse, slashes its flanks with his spurs. The
horse goes mad, it kicks, goes forward and since the other one is caught in the
reins, the horse drags him over the whole plain. So the Gio, he dies but no one
knows where. But me, I saw him. His skull. A fly came out of it. It's a fly, but
actually it's the Gio's soul, putrid, cruel. It's the fly who carried the disease to
us.”

7 U Ceppu
 

The origin. The Clan. Family,  cousins, brothers, sisters, blood. You don't
mix because everything is honor. You'll avenge your brother, otherwise he will
take revenge on you. You're nothing without your clan, everything is subjected to
it.  To each  home its  bearded,  thoughtful  and silent  master.  To each clan  its
patriarch in his  farmhouse.  You gather around the hearth when the Wind of
Spirits blows from the North. You beat the grain all together on the shared area.
You move with your friends to cross the Scrublands. You take arms with them to
have your revenge. You're suspicious of carnies, of strangers. Who says they're
not bandits, or worse,  mazzeri who have taken human form? Who can know
what  misfortune  the  stranger  brings,  or the one  who steps  out of  the  clan's
tradition? In cities, you take an oath to the  fratelli  of the neighborhood who
know which stars you should honor, and how time passes. Woe betide the one
who betrays their secrets.

There was this woman who one day told me: “I am a Lorenzi but when the
Martinelli brothers kidnapped me and brought me to their  caseddu  above the
Fountain, I became one of them. Now I'm like them. I shoot lead and smoke the
pipe and the mother calls me the daughter. So, when Gui Lorenzi came with his
people to besiege us and take me back, I took my weapon and shot the enemies. I
killed one and after the battle they gave him for me to eat. It was my brother, but
I ate his liver. It's like that, I belong to my clan.”
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8 Fa
 

Faith, religion. In the cities, there are those who pray to the stars. In Jaccio,
they light up large fires. In Bastille, they burn the effigy of the Old King of
France. But in villages and burgs, they keep on praying only Mauru. They make
the sign of the cross, spray water on children and keep His head or His cross
around  their  necks.  They  etch  on  stones  the  sacred  words,  REP,  PPE,  PPL,
PPNPP which protect against ghosts. There are the bad ones, those who live in
the remotest valleys and sculpt strange idols on rocks. They sacrifice animals or
men to the Stone Warriors to animate the statues.

I  don't  really  know how, but that's  what  I've  been  told.  People  say  that
“Those of Carbini, they're really odious. They honor neither God nor their dead.
They built their church without putting a bell tower on it and nothing rings in
their village. At first, they thought that since there was no tower bell, the bell
wouldn't toll for them. So Mauru came and he killed almost everyone. Among
those who survived, there was a mazzera, but that, people didn't know. She told
them she knew the words and on the evening of August 15, she told them the
secret. She did it on August 15 because that night, there are too many stars and
the night is too bright. So you see those in ambush coming from afar. Since she
was sure nobody was listening, she explained to the people of Carbini that they
could cheat Mauru by killing someone from another village when the bell tolled.
So in the valley, when the bell tolls in Livi—because those of Carbini, they're too
lazy and still haven't built a bell tower—everyone knows Mauru will take two
souls. The one who died and the one the people of Carbini will come down to
kill.”
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9 Signu

Signs.  Everything is  a sign,  everything is  serious,  everything is  engraved.
People look at the way the wisps of straws fall back to know if the wind of
Spirits will blow tonight. They read in olive oil mixed with holy water the stains
announcing spilled blood. Everything is said by the scrublands which have no
mouth but eyes and thousands of tongues: the buffalo spider presents its rear legs
when it leaves its hole, beware of your horse. It presents its fangs, beware of the
snake. There are signs you carry, talismans, and signs you do. The one of the
cross, if it is well made, exorcises and pacifies. But it makes you sick or insane if
it's done upside down. There are the signs of fratelli, the compass, the three fists,
the ring of the King of France. Signs are taught, learned, they're repeated on the
evening of August 15 when demons hide in the scrublands because the night is
too clear. It's there that the signatoru, the one who signs, the who can read the
signs and transmits news from valley to valley is initiated. A signatoru told me:
“So, myself, when I sign, I often feel something. For example, when I sign the
evil  eye,  I  have  trouble  seeing  for  some  time.  When  it's  a  mazzera which
possesses  the one I sign,  it's  me it  attacks.  But thanks to the formulas I  was
taught by Zia Batistina, I always win. But sometimes, it's difficult. Once, a Gio
called for me. He wanted me to sign a blade. So, myself, I say the words and
pour the holy water. And I feel His presence, there, in front of me, I see Him,
like I see you. He blows, he's angry, candles are put out because He doesn't want
to leave the blade. So He pierces me, on the hand, and ever since then He's been
living in my hand. You see this wound? Always it bleeds.”

10 Core

The Heart. It's like the Scrublands, dark, mysterious and unfathomable. It's
better for it to look like earth in summer, ungrateful, yellow, rocky and dry. It's
more dangerous than the hand that holds the weapon and the heart in love is
more dangerous than a viper. When it sees through your eyes, then you don't
understand anything anymore and all you do is covet. Loving, desiring, fucking,
the heart is in the body like a bird in its jail. When you're sad, it's heavy and big
as if you were leaving to sea. The one who controls the heart of men, he controls
the world.
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I learned this about Jaccio: “There is a man in Jaccio, a Genovese. He's so
handsome and men and women like him so much that everyone who look at him
feel their heart beat strongly. So the Gio of the city, Don Simeoni, he says to
everyone to avoid him and then, because the Gio wants it, no one speaks to him.
But him, the handsome man, he couldn't bear all this silence anymore, so he
took the habit and left for the monastery. When he joins the fratelli, he troubles
their  pious  thoughts  because they look at  him and don't  say  mass  anymore.
Eventually, they gather, without him. After they have spoken, the abbot does the
sign on them and they understand what to do. So, at night, they enter his room
with  long  knives.  They  disfigure  him  and  now,  the  handsome  man  doesn't
trouble anyone and the monastery is quiet again.”

11 A rabia
 

Rage, urges, anger, desire when it doesn't wait to be satisfied. Sometimes, the
wind of spirits blows at night, the wind of autan. It carries poisoned, toxic air,
from the seabeds that are now dry but covered with pesticides. It blows, yells,
pierces eardrums and drives men and beasts enraged. The Vertigo given by sin,
pride, lust, envy, acedia. The fury seizing warriors and people of arms. 

Everyone knows the story of Dumenicu Viaggatore but I'll tell it. “He's a
skilled hunter. He goes hunting and follows a big boar for days. So, the wind of
autan blows and Dumenicu becomes enraged. So he goes on, his dogs die, his
rifle sinks in a torrent but him, he walks through the scrublands, he follows the
paths.  Like  a  dog  would,  he  smells  the  earth,  bends  down and searches  the
bushes. He barks to provoke the boar. He grazes his clothes on all that stings,
creaks and grates. So, he's covered in blood. And then, finally, he sees the boar.
He rushes  and kills  it  with  his  bare  hands.  Alas!  It  was  his  father  who got
worried and went out looking for him. So, he becomes a mazzeru, a man and a
dog. And the one he bites, this one, he becomes an enraged dog.”
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12 Lamentu

Lamentation, sorrow, sacrifice. There are those who tear off the skin of their
faces at funerals and those who sing the complaints. There are those who have
sad, red, bloated eyes. There is mourning. One wears black. One doesn't shave.
There is the gloomy complaint of spirits who are resentful towards those who
live. The songs of monks and their dark harmonies during masses for the dead.
The brothers who whip themselves to appease Mauru or for simple pleasure.
There is Mauru who is crucified to teach suffering to the world. The stigmata,
hands  that  bleed,  eyes  that  cry,  the  sex  of  women  which  empties  red.  The
melancholy of the one who lost everything, even his clan.

The old one says: “In Essarti, they do nothing like the rest. When everyone
celebrates the stars of August 15 and Dona di Strelli, the fratelli of the city, them,
they take on a gloomy face, wear red hoods on their heads and walk through the
city, whipping themselves with thorns hard as metal, the kind that grows over
there. One of them wears a white hood. This one, he climbs everywhere with
weights on his feet and carries the Cross to the upmost place of the city. On the
way, people beat him, sting him with their points and insult him. So, when he
arrives at the top, he's quite happy when they nail him on the cross... It's almost
the end of his calvary.”

Picture credits :

Chris Moody, cremona daniel, lonnon foster, seriykotik 1970, licence cc-by-nc &
Lewis Wickes Hine, domaine public
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